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A message from
John Hunter, Group CEO

Our values
OCS is a people business and our values are
our DNA. They represent us at our best.
Our values guide everything we do for
our customers – and how we do it.

Our extraordinary colleagues are the heart of our business
and I would like to start by paying tribute to them.
In 2020, the OCS international family has worked with
resilience, courage and dedication to help the company
manage the impacts of the pandemic, and our colleagues
have also made a critical contribution to the global economy
in helping our customers to perform their essential services.
2020 was an extraordinary year. It started with celebration,
marking 120 years in business and launching our new
brand promise. The pandemic then brought a year that
none of us could have foreseen. It is in those things
we celebrated in January – our heritage, our values
and our brand promise, Partnership Made Personal –
that we found the strength to continue to deliver for
our customers as a stable and trusted business.

We entered the pandemic from a position of strength,
having completed our four-year business transformation
programme. However, coronavirus quickly and significantly
changed so many expectations for 2020, both personally
and professionally. At the frontline of society, we saw
increased demand for our essential services, ensuring the
safe operation of vital infrastructure such as healthcare
and government (see pp8-9). The retail, hospitality and
aviation sectors were impacted by government restrictions
in each country and the closure of borders. Lockdowns
forced the closure of leisure and entertainment venues,
and work-from-home directives impacted business and
manufacturing facilities, including our own UK Landmark
serviced office business. In line with our competitors and
many other sectors, we saw changing demand patterns and
we had to respond to these changes with speed and agility.
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Given the impact on our services, we adapted to meet the
changing needs of our customers and help them navigate
through the pandemic – while ensuring that the safety
and wellbeing of our colleagues remained our number one
priority. Across the world, our customers turned to us for
additional specialist cleaning services. We also supported
the mobilisation of field hospitals and Covid-19 treatment
centres in the UK and India (pp12-13). We worked with
our customers to develop and implement Covid-secure
environments, and Landmark launched its Clean Start
programme (p22), showcasing how our essential services
and our expertise can rebuild public confidence.
2020 was also about continuing to build our business for the
future and we were very proud that some new customers
turned to us as a trusted essential service provider, and that
many of our existing customers trusted us to continue to deliver
for them. In April, we mobilised a large contract award for
the UK’s HM Courts and Tribunals Service (p16). We retained
contracts including Iarnród Éireann Irish Rail in Ireland and King
Power in Thailand, as well as strengthening our relationship
with a major retail customer in Australia with our sixth
shopping centre contract (p21). We attracted new business
as industries such as data centres and logistics thrived.
Unfortunately, the pandemic meant we had to take some
difficult but necessary actions to ensure we continue to
be a healthy business, including reducing our footprint
in sectors that we expect to remain challenging in the
long term. These decisions have always been made in
accordance with our values. One of our key objectives
has been to protect as many jobs as possible, which
we’ve achieved by redeploying colleagues and accessing
government support where available across our territories.
We are committed to be a sustainable business, offering
employment opportunities to jobseekers through schemes
such as People into Work in the UK and Workbridge in New
Zealand, as well as development opportunities through
our UK apprenticeship programme (see pp34-35).

recovery when market conditions improve, and people
return to offices. We continue to view the flexible
serviced office market as offering strong potential
for long-term value growth as people increasingly
embrace greater flexibility in the way they work.
We remain in a strong position because of the clear
decisions we’ve made about our priorities, the swift
measures we have taken, and the extraordinary
efforts of our colleagues around the world. I’m proud
to lead OCS and I finish as I started by thanking
all our extraordinary colleagues for their hard
work and dedication – in particular, those on the
frontline, who have supported our customers as key
workers throughout this extraordinary year.

Care

Safety

•

The pandemic has
proven us to be an
agile and resilient
business. While the
situation remains
unpredictable
and dynamic, we
look ahead with
confidence.

Trustworthy

Expert

The pandemic has proven us to be an agile and resilient
business. While the situation remains unpredictable and
dynamic, we look ahead with confidence. We have a clear
purpose as an essential service provider and we are proud
to support government, healthcare and a broad range of
business and industry sectors. We continue to fully support
customers in aviation, hospitality and leisure, and we will
be there for these customers as their businesses start to
recover. Our Landmark business is well placed to drive
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A message
from Peter Slator,
Group Chairman
The year 2020 saw OCS, like so
many other businesses, facing new
and tremendous challenges.
Yet I can look back on my first year as OCS Group
Chairman with pride in the way all our colleagues
have responded to protect our customers, and
therefore our business, safeguarding as many jobs
as possible – not just today, but for the future.
Safety has been our number one priority, not only to ensure
our colleagues go home safe every day but to protect the
public too. On the frontline of the fight to prevent the spread
of coronavirus, our cleaners and security officers have helped
save lives by keeping spaces hygienically clean and stewarding
social distancing. Behind the scenes, our leadership teams,
service experts and support teams have been adapting to
the changing environment and responding to our customers’
evolving needs so we can support them through this time.
As John has acknowledged in his message, we’ve had
to make difficult decisions to restructure the business
where sectors have been fundamentally impacted by the
pandemic and will not recover in the short to medium
term. We have made these decisions always with the
aim of protecting as many jobs as possible by ensuring
that this business has a strong and healthy future.

I’d like to thank our
colleagues for the way they’ve
responded to the challenges
of 2020 and to recognise
their resilience and personal
commitment to the company.
We will continue to respond with agility to protect our
business and the livelihoods of our colleagues around
the world. We will also ensure we stay relevant, reacting
to the changing environment and customers’ needs – for
example, by flexing our Landmark offering as our existing
and new clients look to new ways of office working.
I’d like to thank our colleagues for the way they’ve
responded to the challenges of 2020 and to recognise their
resilience and personal commitment to the company.
There remains a lot of uncertainty regarding the speed and
breadth of recovery in the different countries in which we
operate, but we expect to see increasing levels of normal
working patterns in the second half of this year. However,
for some sectors and some geographies, it will be 2022 or
even 2023 before the new normal will be established. Much
will depend on the speed and effectiveness of national
vaccination programmes and the evolution of variants of
the virus. That said, we were in a good shape going into
the pandemic and, thanks to our colleagues’ efforts, we
are on track to be in good shape coming out of it. We
will continue to respond to remain relevant, purposeful
and ready to support our customers, old and new,
so that we can grow our business with them.

•
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Par tnership
Made Personal
Partnership Made Personal is our promise to our
customers – and to each other. It means we care.
Whether it’s investing in our people, or sharing our
expertise and improving the experience for our
customers and their customers,
our relationships are key
to our success.

A clear purpose
The pandemic has highlighted the
essential work we do – and how we do it.
We’ve worked alongside our customers on the frontline to keep
people safe – from carrying out enhanced cleaning to enforcing
infection-prevention measures such as social distancing.
Our cleaning, security and hard services, and our keyworkers
who deliver them, have ensured the safe and continuous
operation of essential infrastructure, including hospitals,
courts, the police and public transport. And we’ve supported
key services such as logistics, data centres and food retail.
We’ve delivered business as usual (and not so usual)
during lockdowns, mobilising new contracts and taking on
additional services to support our existing customers.
We’ve drawn on our strengths to develop Landmark’s Clean Start
programme in our UK serviced office business and rolled out
biohazard training across the UK, Ireland and the Middle East.
We’ve used our expertise, drawn from our diverse workforce
and the unique cultures of the countries in which we operate,
to help our customers reopen their premises safely and
reassure their returning employees and other facility users.
We’ve made a difference.

Cleaning
Rolling out biohazard training across the UK, Ireland
and the Middle East means we’ve been able to offer a
vital new service to our customers during the pandemic.
Working with our strategic partner, Kays Medical,
we trained colleagues in the UK and Ireland in
the use of specialist biohazard PPE and infection
control. With in-house experts now qualified
to conduct courses internally, we were able to
roll out the training to the Middle East too.
Our cleaning operatives learn about
infection control as part of our IMPACT
cleaning programme, but this is the
first time we have provided a biohazard
course. Global Head of Cleaning Yvonne
Taylor worked with Kays Medical to
develop its existing training, adding
instructions for dealing with suspected
and confirmed cases of coronavirus.
Ninety-five colleagues went through the training
in the three months up until lockdown.

We’ve used our
expertise and we’ve
made a difference.

Communication is key to
Landmark’s client-first culture.
During the pandemic, listening
to clients and guests has helped
our serviced office business
better understand their fears
and anxieties about returning
to the workplace – and how it
can restore their confidence by
creating a safe and reassuring
environment. Turn to p22 to find
out more about Clean Start,
Landmark’s programme to
create the new normal.
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Hard Services
In New Zealand, where our hard FM business is in its
infancy, 2020 saw investment in our CAFM (computer
aided facilities management) solution for our hard
FM customers, supported by a 24/7 helpdesk.
This investment helped secure two significant new
customers in 2020: a network of over 40 healthcare
clinics across the Auckland region, and a regional port.
The solution will be rolled out to our hard FM customers
in Australia in 2021. They include a convenience
store chain, with which we retained our contract in
2020. We provide hard services to over 500 shops
across four states, and since renewing the contract,
we've expanded into soft-service delivery.

We’ve drawn from our
diverse workforce and the
unique cultures of the countries
in which we operate.

•

During lockdown, Yvonne and Kays Medical, assisted
by our Learning and Development team, developed
online training on how to deal with suspected cases
of coronavirus. It includes information about the
virus and how it is transmitted, the importance
of using the correct equipment and chemicals,
and how to put on and take off PPE properly.
The course is now part of our in-house training for
all cleaners in the UK, Ireland and the Middle East,
accessible via the OCS Academy and as a toolbox talk
delivered by the on-site IMPACT trainer. It means our
colleagues can stay safe while carrying out cleaning
where there have been cases of coronavirus.
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When lockdown kept us apart, we found innovative
ways to keep our customers updated about how our
services and technology could help them adapt to
the new normal. Working with suppliers, OCS Ireland
created a virtual showroom to showcase our solutions.
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A reassuring
presence

Thailand
Our Thailand business opened its sixth security training centre in 2020.
The centres are certified by The Royal Thai Police and build
on our work to implement the regulations of the Business
Security Act 2016, which came into force in 2019. Under the
act, all security officers must undergo police checks and
training, and register with the national police agency.

Our security services keep people and
property safe. During the pandemic,
we’ve adapted our provision to
protect the health of the public and
rebuild their confidence and trust.
The role of the security officer has
evolved during 2020: our security
colleagues have been vital not only
to the frontline defence against
coronavirus, but to the recovery too.
In essential services such as hospitals,
courts and supermarkets, they’ve
been helping to stop the spread of
infection through queue management
and prevention measures such as
the wearing of facemasks. In the UK,
our security teams enforce hospital
policies limiting visitors, and in Thailand,
they manage queues and carry out
temperature checks on shoppers.
But enforcement is not the only aspect
of the role: customer service plays
an important part too, says Global
Head of Security Steven Gardner. Our
colleagues are a reassuring presence
as our customers welcome back
employees and visitors. As the face
of the customer – the first person you
might see on entering an office or a
shopping centre – they are there to
advise on and encourage adoption of

United Kingdom

infection-preventionand-control measures.
Our technology solutions
are helping to rebuild
public confidence
in our customers’
facilities too, as well
as reducing the risk of
infection. They include
thermal cameras and handheld
devices to monitor the temperatures
of staff, shoppers and students (see
Case study: Harrow Bangkok p18).
Such innovations complement the
guarding service we offer; what
Steven calls our people-plus model.
He explains. “By coupling innovative
technology with investment in
colleagues, our security officers
are developed to recognise the
unforeseen risks that emerge as a
result of increasing digitisation.”
Indeed, new solutions and new
responsibilities for our frontline

Our security colleagues have
been vital not only to the frontline
defence against coronavirus,
but to the recovery too.

Steven Gardner, Global
Head of Security, presenting
at the first annual Secure
World conference in 2019.
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PCS has successfully implemented the regulations in its
14,000-strong security team, establishing itself as a provider
that trains, supports and celebrates colleagues. Our security
officers receive 40 hours’ training, both in the classroom and in
the field, with a focus on delivering excellent customer service.
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2020 saw our UK business become a corporate partner of the National
Association for Healthcare Security. The non-profit organisation aims
to provide a safe and secure environment for hospital patients, staff
and visitors by identifying innovation, encouraging best practice, and
promoting training and development for security professionals.
Steven Gardner, Global Head of Security, says: “Our partnership allows
us to engage in debate and support change within healthcare security
to improve the quality of the patient, staff and visitor experience.”
colleagues have led to the creation
of new guidelines and training. These
include a toolbox talk on expectations
of colleagues during the pandemic
and how to keep themselves safe,
and policies and procedures for
administering temperature checks.
Our IMPACT security programme was
launched at the end of 2019 to deliver
customer-focused training on the
latest standards, newest technologies
and ever-changing threats. It has
been refreshed to reflect the changes
brought about by the pandemic and the
rollout is underway across our business.

Ireland
At the Irish Security Industry Association Awards in November, we
were presented with the Innovation in Security Award and the Client
Services Award for our partnership with Tesco Ireland (see p21).
The awards recognise our innovative approach to managing the
contract and reducing loss by creating and implementing specialist
regional teams, and our analysis of point-of-sale and audit data to
identify areas of stress and provide rapid and targeted response.

•

Security professionals are
critical to protecting people,
places and property to ensure
a safe and secure environment
– they are keyworkers
embedded in our daily lives.

2019 saw our UK business’s first annual Secure
World conference, and 2020 marked another
first when we moved the event online. The
conference was held in November and was
attended by 170 colleagues, customers,
suppliers and leading industry figures,
including Mike Reddington, CEO at the
British Security Industry Association (BSIA),
who spoke about its Hidden Workforce
– Perceptions campaign. Among the
items on the agenda were data protection,
our Security apprenticeship programme
and a celebration of our Security Heroes.

Mike Reddington, CEO, BSIA

OCS Group Annual Review 2020 • A reassuring presence
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On the frontline

Lancashire and South Cumbria NHS Foundation Trust (UK)

Our Healthcare colleagues have carried out their responsibilities in the most
challenging of circumstances in 2020. Like the medical professionals they
work alongside, they are keyworkers, playing their part to keep us safe.
Case study: Lancashire and South Cumbria NHS Foundation Trust
Coronavirus put our NHS customers
in the UK under pressure – but we
were there to share the burden.
At Lancashire and South Cumbria
NHS Foundation Trust in Preston,
our team took on additional
responsibilities, including distributing
over 3.75 million items of PPE to sites
belonging to the mental health trust.
General Manager Michael Buck explains
that prior to the pandemic, the team
provided logistics as part of its portering
service. However, in 2020, this support
became crucial to keep on top of the

demand for PPE. The trust changed its
processes so that all PPE was ordered
by – and delivered to – a central
location. It was the job of our colleagues
to receive and distribute the essential
items to over 400 locations up to seven
days a week, as well as carrying out
regular stocktakes for the customer.
This wasn’t the only area where our
colleagues stepped up. Between April
and July, we distributed 176,995 packed
lunches to ward and community
clinical teams, in addition to our usual
patient catering service. And our
response team has been reacting to

Covid-19 cleaning requests across the
estate – receiving up to 10 requests
a day at the peak of the pandemic
– while our domestic colleagues
have been carrying out additional
cleaning in high-footfall areas and
enhanced cleaning of all touchpoints.
Michael says: “We look after one
third of the estate, but during the
pandemic, we’ve been delivering
PPE to all locations and operating
Covid-19 cleans anywhere the
customer wants us to help. It’s been
challenging but there’s always a
solution. The team has been fantastic.”

Distributed over
3.75 million
items of PPE to
400 locations

Distributed 176,995
lunches to ward
and community
clinical teams

Royal Papworth Hospital (UK)
Demand for
specimen and
blood collection
increased by 1,250%

Seven Hills Hospital (India)
Recruited 22 people
in three days, and
within 35 days,
had deployed
110 colleagues

In one night, arranged
for food and board
for all 110 colleagues
in vacant hospital
accommodation

Public transport had shut down and most of our
engineers did not have their own vehicles to get to work.
Overnight, the team arranged for food and board for all
110 colleagues in vacant hospital accommodation.

Middle East hospitals
Screenshots from RAK
Hospital's customer
appreciation video.
Click to watch.

Case study: Middle East

Cleaning increased in high-footfall areas such as staff
changing rooms, and as hospital departments such as
pharmacy began opening at weekends. Portering also
saw a huge increase in demand for specimen and blood
collection (+1,250 per cent) and imaging (+200 per cent). And
waste became a 24/7 service to help manage used PPE and
other equipment. Our dedicated teams stepped up to meet
the rising need for these critical and essential services.
With visitor catering shut down during the first lockdown in
spring 2020, our catering colleagues were redeployed to other
areas, including two 24-hour food stations for NHS staff. They
also worked alongside the hospital’s charity to distribute care
packages and free meals funded by the Salute the NHS initiative.
And our security colleagues played their part too,
restricting access to the hospital during lockdown
and screening staff, patients
and visitors for Covid symptoms.
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The hospital in Mumbai needed investment in its infrastructure,
but the country was in lockdown. Vendors were unavailable to
visit the site to carry out vital maintenance work to its oxygen
bank and supply, chiller plants and generators, so we stepped
up, with funding from the BMC. We identified engineers and
lined them up for interview, recruiting 22 people in three days.
Within 35 days, we were employing 110 colleagues at the site.

Cleans tripled
in critical care
wards with Covidpositive patients

Rehoused 350
colleagues and
their belongings
in one week
At Royal Papworth Hospital in Cambridge, our
cleaning team was under pressure as cleans tripled in
critical care wards with Covid-19 patients at the
world-leading cardiothoracic hospital, the UK’s
main heart and lung transplant centre.

Our India business teamed up with the Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporation (BMC) and the Government of
Maharashtra to provide essential maintenance for a
Covid-19 treatment centre at Seven Hills Hospital.

Our healthcare colleagues have played a crucial
role in helping to stop the spread of coronavirus. In
the Middle East, this meant ensuring social-distancing
guidelines and infection-control measures were followed,
not just within the hospitals in which we operate, but in the
housing and transportation we provide for our colleagues too.

The team’s response to the pandemic, both on
the frontline and on the part of its leadership, was
appreciated by RAK Hospital, which has retained our
services for another three years. And our housekeeping team
at the contract was singled out for praise by CEO Dr Jean Marc
Gauer in a customer video thanking them for their contribution.

We support four hospitals in three of the five Northern Emirates
of Ras al-Khaimah, Ajman and Umm al-Quwain in the UAE,
including RAK Hospital, where we’ve been providing clinical and
non-clinical housekeeping, portering and grounds maintenance
for four years. Many of our colleagues employed at these
contracts live in staff accommodation, and so drastic measures
were required to prevent the spread of infection between sites.

“Without your hard work and dedication, we at RAK
Hospital could never fulfil our mission,” Dr Gauer
told them. “You keep our hospital spotless and free
from infection. Without you, safe healthcare would
be unachievable. A huge thank you from us all.”

The Operations and HR teams faced the challenge of rehousing
350 colleagues and their belongings in one week, segregating
teams according to their contract, shift and which area they
worked. Additional accommodation was needed to implement
social distancing in shared areas and for those self-isolating.

OCS Group Annual Review 2020 • On the frontline
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Chief Nursing Officer Susan Aiken added: “Our housekeeping
team is working 24/7 to ensure that the nurses, doctors and all
the medical personnel can safely treat patients and look after
them. I would like to thank the whole team from OCS for their
unfailing commitment to RAK Hospital and our patients.”

•

Turn to page 36 to find out how we looked
after our colleagues during the pandemic.
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Preparing for
the worst
It wasn’t only our Healthcare colleagues on
the frontline of the pandemic. At our NEC
Group contract in Birmingham, UK, our
Destinations & Venues team worked alongside
the NHS and the armed forces to turn the
venue into a temporary Covid-19 facility.
In March 2020, the UK went into
lockdown. The NEC was among the
entertainment and leisure venues
forced to close, but plans were being
made to create a temporary Covid-19
facility on site – one of seven so-called
Nightingale hospitals able to provide
support to local NHS trusts in the event
of them becoming overwhelmed.
As a contractor to the NEC Group,
responsible for security, cleaning
and waste management, we were
involved from an early stage. While
the permanent onsite team delivered
business as usual, additional members
were recruited from our casual labour
pool to help with the preparations.
With hundreds of deliveries, builders,
personnel from University Hospitals
Birmingham NHS Foundation Trust
(UHB) and the armed forces arriving on
site every day, one of the first positions
to be filled was a security liaison role.
These colleagues were responsible for
checking in visitors to maintain the safety
and security of the facility throughout.
Another 25 colleagues were trained to
use forklift trucks to take on logistics
roles in a warehouse set up on site. And
three were trained in Sage inventory
management software to act as
administrators. As the build began, our
clean-up team was also hard at work,
keeping aisles and gangways clear.

Our business supported the mobilisation,
operation and decomissioning of a number of
dedicated Covid-19 facilities in the UK in 2020.
They include, on the other side of the NEC campus
from Nightingale Birmingham, the UK’s first
Covid-19 referral centre, and across the Irish sea,
the Nightingale Hospital in Newtownabbey.
We also supported the Lancashire Recovery Centre
at the University of Central Lancashire, as well as
Llandarcy Field Hospital for recovering Covid-19 patients
in Cardiff. And we’ve been supporting Lancashire and
South Cumbria NHS Foundation Trust with the rollout
and mobilisation of 17 Covid-19 vaccination centres.

Our number one priority is that our colleagues return home
safe each and every day, and this commitment is extended to
our customers and all those affected by our activities.
2020 underlined once again the importance of our engagement
with health and safety to further protect our colleagues and
customers – in the most challenging of circumstances.
We’ve reviewed and revised our processes and procedures
according to the latest government guidelines and drawing
on our experience in the healthcare sector. We’ve upskilled
our frontline colleagues in the evolving cleaning requirements
and the correct use of PPE and researched new products
to ensure they’re fit for purpose. And we’ve looked after our
colleagues’ physical and mental wellbeing (see pp36-37).

The OCS Excellence
team came on board as part of
the project team to advise on
healthcare standards, scheduling
staff numbers and infection control.
Lucy explains: “It was an unnerving time;
people didn’t want to leave their houses
and there were all these roles we needed
to fill. Our colleagues are used to looking
after people, but this wasn’t an event
business anymore: this was a hospital.”

Safety

2020 RoSPAs
Our commitment to health and safety was recognised by
the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents, which
awarded our UK business seven golds and seven silvers in
its 2020 RoSPAs. Our UK Healthcare & Education sector also
received our first gold medal – granted to those who have
received five consecutive gold awards. And our Middle East
business joined the list of recipients for the first time, with silver
awards being presented to our team at Sheikh Shakhbout
Medical City in Abu Dhabi and our Saudi Arabia business.

We continued to achieve
international standards
in health and safety
management systems.

Despite this, our colleagues stepped
up to the challenge. Then began the
job of training 250 colleagues in a
short timeframe. The cleaning recruits
undertook our IMPACT programme and
received hands-on training on a ward to
familiarise them with the environment
and the equipment. All were briefed
in infection prevention and control.

We’ve reviewed every aspect of our work – from how we use
our fleet to our first aid training – and embedded new ways of
working in our business through regular communications to
line managers and toolbox talks for frontline colleagues. In the
UK, our HSQE management system has become a one-stop
shop for information about coronavirus, and our HSQE team
has conducted hundreds of compliance checks remotely to
ensure our colleagues are working in Covid-safe environments.

She adds: “We were putting people in
an extremely difficult environment and
we needed to explain what they would
be expected to do and how to keep
themselves and those around them safe.

In his regular updates to the business throughout the pandemic,
OCS Group CEO John Hunter has reinforced our one standard
of health and safety, empowering colleagues to stop and
say no, and reminding them of their personal responsibility
and of SafeCall, our independent reporting service.

It was incredible to be involved: to
see how people can pull together to
achieve something we would never have
dreamed of. We should be proud. It’s a
massive credit to the NEC Group team:
their support and enthusiasm during a
very difficult time was impressive.”

Whether we're working at height or on the road, we implement
and uphold the most up-to-date occupational health and safety
standards to ensure that our colleagues return home safe every
day. In 2020, we continued to achieve international standards
in health and safety management systems. For the first time,
our Australia and New Zealand businesses received external
verification that their HSQE management systems comply
with ISO 45001. And in another first, our teams in Qatar and
Saudi Arabia received their certification in the international
standards for health and safety, environmental and
quality management systems (ISO 45001, ISO 14001,
ISO 9001), joining their colleagues in the UAE.

•

Meanwhile, Director of Venues and
Events Jeremy Dicks and Lucy Haddon,
Head of Engagement & Experience,
were in discussions with UHB to
resource and train cleaners, security
officers and porters in the event of
the hospital becoming operational.
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Safety first
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Our teams in Qatar and Saudi Arabia
received their certification in the international
standards for health and safety, environmental
and quality management systems.

Cyber Essentials Plus
We look after our customers, their people and their property –
and that includes their data too. We are Cyber Essentials Plus
certified, a UK government-backed standard that helps protect
companies against common cyber attacks. This means our
information security measures have been tested and verified by
independent experts. And in the UK, we passed our annual ISO
27001 audit for the second year running, helping our business to
protect important frontline work in our government contracts.

•

Driver safety is a key focus for our
business, and in New Zealand, our fleet
vehicles all feature EROAD technology
to encourage good driving habits. The
software measures speeding events, harsh
braking, accelerating, sharp cornering and
unnecessary engine idling. It also includes
GPS, allowing us to access the location of
our drivers to ensure their personal safety.
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Essential services for
critical infrastructure

Case study: New Zealand

Expert

When the pandemic forced the closure
of all but essential services, we worked
with our customers across government
departments, hospitals, police forces,
public transport, essential retail and
utilities to keep them running safely.

Our specialist cleaning
team was called into
action when Nonthaburi
Civic Centre Station in
Bangkok was closed due
to a case of Covid-19.
Six PCS colleagues
disinfected the metro
station so it could reopen.

Case study: Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service, UK

At the start of the first lockdown, only a small number of
courts and tribunal buildings were kept open for essential
face-to-face hearings. At the end of March, 157 priority
buildings were opened, with more reopening over subsequent
months, all with social-distancing measures in place.
In July, and as part of court recovery plans, HMCTS began to
open temporary courtrooms outside of its permanent estate,
known as Nightingale courts, to further boost available hearing
capacity. As sole provider of security services, and with the
mobilisation still ‘fresh in our memories’, we were asked to help.
Account Director Graham Smith says: “Mobilising a large
contract during a pandemic had been challenging. Onboarding
our team, training our frontline staff and building our working
relationship with HMCTS and other stakeholders was no mean
feat. We were already supplying additional services, such
as queue management and supporting Engie with flushing
water supplies, when the request came from HMCTS.
“The thought of providing additional services for the
Additional Courts and Tribunal Capacity project, while still
mobilising the core contract, was a daunting one. However,
we knew that, with the experience and commitment of the
professionals we have within the contract, this was doable.
With the assistance of a project team, every member
of our operational team stepped up to the mark.”
The team had to carry out site surveys for each new building
to assess how many security officers and what equipment
were needed for it to run safely, as well as carrying out the
necessary health and safety risk assessments. Extra security
colleagues were then resourced to meet the additional
demand, alongside uniforms, PPE and technology. All new
officers underwent five days of training before being deployed
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alongside experienced OCS colleagues, either from our mobile
team or from other courts. It was a mammoth task but, says
Graham, ‘we know the process and it’s become routine’.
The first phase of the project went live in the summer, with
six buildings converted to temporary courts. The second
phase saw another six buildings open, and extended hours
operating in others. In total, as at the end of February
2021, we have recruited 117 colleagues to meet the
demand of 23 additional temporary court buildings.
John Entwistle, Development Director, Government,
praised the team, who, he says, took on the additional
workload as part of their daily duties. He adds: “It never
ceases to amaze me what can be achieved when everyone
pulls together. What we have achieved is remarkable
and our success is down to the hard work, commitment
and sheer professionalism of all those involved.”

79,000
and

98.98%

calls received by
the helpdesk

30,000

calls made

Our cleaning teams at New Zealand Police and
the Department of Corrections were among those
working to stop the spread of the virus.

With Ireland in lockdown, many Ervia
employees were working from home.
Working with our customer’s facilities
team, our colleagues processed over
1,000 requests and delivered office chairs
and IT equipment to 750 locations across
the country in three weeks to support them.

At our customer’s request, we took on additional services
at 11 prisons to reduce the risk of infection where prisoners
had been carrying out cleaning tasks previously. At the 319
police sites we look after, we extended our contract hours
to ensure the safety of officers, staff and service users, no
matter what the time of day. We also provided expertise,
identifying frequent touchpoints and cleaning solutions for
non-traditional surfaces such as the inside of police cars.

Our project team also carried out work to maintain safe
operations and prevent the spread of infection between
Ervia’s gas control teams. Two facilities were required: one for
the day shift and one for the night shift. Having completed
the Citywest Control Room, and with the National Services
Centre control room earmarked for a refit, the team set up
an interim control room within the NSC in Dublin. This facility
was delivered in two weeks, allowing the team to carry out
the upgrade to the NSC while maintaining two facilities.

The dedication of our cleaners, and their essential role as
part of New Zealand’s frontline defence to keep the country
Covid-free, was publicly recognised by Prime Minster Jacinda
Ardern. She said: “These are our essential workers and
I hope we continue to recognise them as that long after this
pandemic has passed. Thank you for keeping us safe.”
Many of our customers also expressed their gratitude.
R. Mark Evans OBE, Deputy Chief Executive at the National
Crisis Management Centre Operations Command
Centre, wrote: “Your colleagues have provided a critical
contribution to the Covid-19 response. On behalf of the
Strategic Operations Commander Mike Bush, I wanted
to express my sincere thanks for your support.”

Case study: India
The public sector wasn’t the only critical infrastructure essential
to keep society functioning during the pandemic. Logistics and
data centres became ever more critical to our everyday lives
as more of us went online for our shopping and services, and
many employees moved to remote, cloud-based working.
In India, where we provide services to 12
data centres, covering one million square
feet, our 350 technical and housekeeping
colleagues were key to keeping this essential
infrastructure running. We also supplied
deep-cleaning services to ensure the
safety of all who work at the centres.

•

attendance by
security officers

89

members of the HMCTS
team nominated for
an OCS Star award

261,413 hours

of service delivered
each month,
hours of additional
plus
support provided

40,515

What we have achieved
is remarkable and our
success is down to the
hard work, commitment
and sheer professionalism
of all those involved.

© Tom Lee/Stuff

As the UK went into lockdown in March 2020, our
Government team was preparing to mobilise one of
the largest contracts ever awarded to our business:
providing security services to Her Majesty’s Courts and
Tribunals Service (HMCTS). But our successful transfer,
induction and training of 1,500 security officers at 335
courts and tribunal buildings was just the beginning.

Our team at gas and water utility company
Ervia went the extra mile (and then some)
to ensure our customer’s employees were
able to work safely during the pandemic.

When New Zealand went into a nationwide lockdown,
we helped keep critical infrastructure running.
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Lessons in lockdown

Case study: UK
Our cleaning and security colleagues at college
and university campuses have taken on additional
responsibilities and adopted new ways of working
to help our education customers keep their staff
and students safe during the pandemic.

We work with schools, colleges and universities to create
environments that encourage learning and meet the
needs of today’s students. During the pandemic, this
has meant establishing and maintaining Covid-secure
settings that reassure staff, students and their parents.

Our security team at Cardiff Metropolitan University
has been enforcing social-distancing, isolation and
lockdown restrictions in halls of residence, in addition
to their normal duties at the three campuses.

Case study: Harrow Bangkok, Thailand
Working through the challenges presented by the pandemic
has strengthened our relationships with our education
customers. At Harrow International School in Bangkok, we’ve
been helping our customer to understand the value we can
bring – and the benefits of Partnership Made Personal.
Harrow Bangkok has established protocols for outbreaks
of flu, but when coronavirus came to Thailand, parents –
and the press – needed reassurance that the school was
doing everything possible to ensure the safety of returning
pupils. So our customer created a video to show the
measures we were taking together to prevent and control
the spread of infection, featuring our own PCS colleagues.

Watch

The video was shared on social media and shows our
team carrying out temperature checks on visitors to
the site (including colleagues), touchpoint cleaning and
the use of fogging and UVC equipment to sanitise.
Our expertise and our relationships were key as we worked
alongside our customer to meet the standards required by
the government for schools to reopen. Attakrit Singhaseni,
Healthcare and Education Director, explains that our footprint
in the Healthcare sector meant we were among the first to
be issued with new cleaning protocols for coronavirus.

And through our supply chain, we were able to secure fogging
equipment and UVC lamps. We even brought our specialists
and suppliers into the school to demonstrate to the media
the methodologies we were using to keep the site safe.
Attakrit and his team are now working with the school to
understand how we can add value as a service partner, moving
from a contract based on headcount to one based on quality.
He explains: “Now we are closer to understanding the customer
and the customer’s customer, and addressing their pain points.”
Some of the suggested improvements are outside the scope
of services we have provided previously. They include using
IoT (Internet of Things) devices to deliver a more sustainable
service. For example, we've put forward a proposal to use
sensors in classrooms to enable tighter control of time and
temperature set points and reduce energy consumption. This
could be further augmented by mitigating unnecessary heat
gain – for example, by tracking the sun’s path and adjusting the
window blinds accordingly. This new technology could make our
service more efficient too. It’s a time-consuming job checking
that the 400 additional hand gel dispensers installed at the
school since the start of the pandemic are full, but when fitted
with sensors that send an alert when they’re low, replenishing
them becomes a more manageable task. Attakrit adds:
“It’s about continual dialogue and continuous improvement.”

At Cardiff University, our security officers have been
redeployed from overnight to daytime duties at
the university’s libraries, where they’re responsible
for ensuring social distancing, adherence
to one-way systems and checking that
facemasks are being worn by students.
This supports bookings for the click &
collect and study-space services.
During the pandemic, some of our
cleaning teams at Cardiff University
have also rescheduled their hours,
helping us to provide enhanced
daytime cleaning. And our cleaning
colleagues at both Cardiff University
and Neath Port Talbot College have
been trained to carry out deep cleans
where there have been suspected
or confirmed cases of Covid-19.

•

We have a great team
of cleaners here who do a
fabulous job and Estelle has
been amazing! It has made
a huge difference letting the
boys put a face to name.
Karen Gilbert-Smith, Principal,
Whangārei Boys’ High School, New Zealand

At Whangārei Boys’ High School in
New Zealand, we took a personal approach
to reassure our customer’s customers.
Cleaner Estelle Brown joined Principal Karen
Gilbert-Smith at a virtual assembly to introduce
herself to the pupils and highlight how they could
help her to keep the school clean and safe.

Cleaner Estelle Brown and
Principal Karen GilbertSmith. Click to watch.
Watch
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Since the school reopened following lockdown,
Estelle and her colleagues have moved to a daytime
cleaning schedule to disinfect areas of high footfall
and carry out touchpoint cleaning throughout
the day. They are a visible, reassuring presence,
highlighting the value that cleaning brings.
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A trusted partner

2020 saw us renew our contract with King Power International
Group – thanks to the expertise of our PCS colleagues.

Listening to our customers and understanding their challenges
is essential. Our Retail teams in Australia and Thailand explain
how they’ve worked with our partners to adapt during the
pandemic and restore consumer confidence in the new normal.

Trustworthy

Case study: Thailand
In March 2020, the government of
Thailand announced a three-month
lockdown. A partnership approach was
essential to understand the challenges
facing our Retail customers at the
time and design both short- and longterm solutions that met their needs
– and helped protect livelihoods.
About 8,500 PCS colleagues are employed
in Thailand’s Retail sector, in cleaning,
security and engineering. The PCS
team worked with each customer to
revise our services, taking into account
the reduced requirement and the
financial impact of the lockdown, while
ensuring standards were maintained.
Security remained in place alongside a
reduced cleaning service. Colleagues,
many of them from neighbouring
Laos, were given the opportunity to
return home while retaining their
employment with PCS; those who
wished to stay were redeployed
to sites that remained open.
Restricting overtime helped
ensure that those who wanted
to work, could, and helped us
control costs for our customers.

Covid-19
signage in
a shopping
centre in
Australia.

Case study: Australia
long-term impact of the pandemic and
gave shoppers the confidence to return.
Norawach Comchareon, National Account
Management Director, says: “Customers
need a service partner who understands
their challenges and can provide
tailormade service solutions that best
serve the current market and their needs;
our new services reflect the new normal.”
In 2020, footfall was down 50 per cent on
pre-pandemic levels – a knock-on effect
of the loss of international tourism – and
infection-prevention and infectioncontrol measures have become standard.
Frequent touchpoint cleaning, regular
deep cleans, temperature scanning and

contactless car parking have all been
introduced by the PCS team as part of
our service offer. Cleaners have been
trained in infection cleaning to offer an
additional – and much-needed – service.
Norawach says: “We’ve worked closely
with our customers and suppliers to
provide the best possible solutions. Our
processes have been redesigned and
implemented at site level to ensure that
shopping centres – and touchpoints
in particular – are safe; this is key to
building consumer confidence. We’ve
secured the necessary PPE, materials
and equipment, and we’ve trained our
colleagues in the new processes needed.”
Our approach is one of a long-term
partner doing what we can to assist
Retail’s recovery – for example, carrying
out infection cleaning requests
overnight so our customers can
reopen the next day. Says Norawach:
“Our customers know we care
and that we are willing to
support them.”

When restrictions were lifted in
May, new solutions were needed
– ones that considered the

At the peak of the pandemic, our Australia business
had dedicated high-traffic cleaners at our Retail sites,
ensuring touchpoints such as handrails, elevators,
pay stations and benches were sanitised regularly.

The service we provide was a key
factor in winning a contract for a Sydney shopping centre in
2020 – our sixth site with a large national retail customer.

Brad Conway, General Manager Operations – Eastern Region,
explains: “All our cleaners are expected to sanitise touchpoints
throughout trading hours and during overnight turnovers."

Brad says: “We won the contract because of the great
service our teams provide at our customer’s other
centres, as well as the relationships our management
team has built with the customer’s facilities team.”

The team continues to work closely with our customers
to give consumers the confidence to return to shopping
centres across Australia. Brad adds: “Our customers and their
shoppers appreciate seeing our cleaners wiping down key
areas throughout the day. It provides comfort and reassurance
knowing that the virus is being controlled in such busy spaces.”

Gareth Marriott, Managing Director – ANZ, adds: “We
know what we do well, and in the last 12 months, we have
concentrated our efforts on offering more services and
products in the areas we know best. Our Net Promoter
Scores remain consistently positive – a real reflection of the
great work the team has put in to provide expert service and
genuine care for our customers and their customers.”

•

When Tesco needed more drivers, we delivered!

OCS Ireland redeployed our Aviation team to Tesco
sites to clean trolleys, self-service kiosks and other
touchpoints. Our colleagues also took on queue
management and home deliveries.
We’ve been supporting Tesco Ireland since 2010
with security and cleaning services, first at its
head office and then at shopping centres, food
stores and distribution centres. Our partnership
approach was recognised at the Irish Security
Industry Association Awards 2020 (see p11).
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Norawach adds: “Our team immediately responded
to the customer’s needs. King Power admired
our commitment and our service delivery and
has renewed the contract without
bidding for another three years.”

And our frontline colleagues are continually cleaning to
reduce the risk of Covid-19, as well as making sure handsanitiser dispensers are topped up for customer use.

With all but essential shops closed during Ireland’s first
lockdown in March, our Retail customer turned to us to help
keep its supermarkets safe. Tesco needed support with queue
management and additional cleaning, as well as delivery
drivers to cope with the demand for online shopping.
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PCS has been providing cleaning services for King Power,
Thailand’s largest duty-free retailer, for 15 years. National
Account Management Director Norawach Comchareon
explains that our team’s commitment to customer service
– such as our hospitality training for cleaning colleagues
– has built trust with the customer. During the pandemic,
we’ve provided PPE and introduced new cleaning processes,
identifying high touchpoint areas and prioritising disinfection.

During the pandemic,
OCS was able to adapt to our
additional business needs,
showcasing the company’s
diversity and scalability.
We were able to keep on
delivering for our customers
with the support of
partners like OCS.
Paula Synnott, People Safety,
Cash & Security Operations
Manager, Tesco Ireland
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Building the
new normal
Landmark’s success is driven by its close relationships
with its clients. So when those clients turned to
Landmark for support and guidance as the UK went
into lockdown, our serviced office business listened
to their concerns and adapted to their needs.
When the UK went into lockdown in
March 2020, Landmark responded.
Harnessing OCS’s expertise in
cleaning and security, our serviced
office business created its Clean
Start programme, designed to
ensure a safe workspace.
The infection-prevention-and-control
measures implemented have allowed
all 43 of Landmark’s business centres
to remain open safely for those clients
unable to work from home during the
UK’s lockdowns. But Clean Start is more
than an enhanced cleaning schedule:
by showing what the new normal looks
like, and preparing clients and guests
for the changes they would see, it aimed
to reassure centre users of the safety of
facilities and give them the confidence
to return once restrictions had lifted.
The changes were visible from the
outset – from contactless check-in
and temperature scanning in selected
centres, to social-distancing measures
such as one-way systems and reduced
capacity. Our OCS cleaning teams
are on hand throughout the day,
focusing on areas of high footfall
and vehicles of spread such as door
handles, lift buttons and bathrooms.
Out of hours, regular deep cleans
are conducted. Technology also
plays a part and includes digital

signage, footfall and occupancy
mapping, and contactless printing.
These measures may have become
the norm, but the Landmark difference
was in its delivery, which aimed to strike
a balance between the professional,
welcoming workspaces clients have
come to expect and the socialdistancing requirements of the new
normal. Key to this was its Clean Start
video, which walked clients through the
experience of returning to the office.
Abigail Gollicker, Head of Client
Services, says: “We’d all put a lot
of effort into talking to clients and
finding out what their concerns and
queries were, so the Clean Start
programme and client brochure was
easy to put together. Our approach
was a holistic blend of adhering to
government guidelines and going
further to show clients that we’d
thought of everything – right down to
the detail of describing what it would
look and feel like when they went to
get a drink from the coffee bar.”
CEO Ed Cowell adds: “Clean Start
shows that Landmark cares: we
listened to clients and guests so that
we could understand their concerns
and their hopes for a safe return, and
we adapted to their needs quickly.”
The work hasn’t stopped there. The
pandemic accelerated the trend
towards flexible working and Landmark
has responded with incentives such as
‘try before you buy’ to appeal to remote
workers who don’t want to go back to
the old ways of working, but who are
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Putting
customers first

Midcity’s services range from
reactive maintenance and after-hours
emergency make-safes, to complete
rebuilds on domestic and commercial
properties. It offers a triage service to all
customers, responding to all jobs with
an initial call in one hour and attending
90% of new jobs within 72 hours.
The business is well represented in Western
Australia, and in January 2019, Midcity
opened a Sydney office in response to a
customer request after significant storm
damage in New South Wales. Its business in
the state has grown steadily since then.

Strong relationships with all stakeholders
are key to delivering what’s best for our
clients and their customers at Midcity.
At Midcity, our Australian insurance repair business,
our clients are at the centre of all we do. But it’s the
insurance companies’ customers who matter most:
ordinary people whose lives have been hit by disaster.
Those customers include the pupils of a public school
in Coolgardie, a small town in Western Australia.
“One of the largest projects taken on this year involved
carrying out repairs to buildings owned by a school
following an extreme-weather event in December 2019,”
explains Rosie Pratarelli, General Manager, Midcity. “Large
hailstones, some the size of cricket balls, wreaked havoc
throughout the small rural town. Among the damaged
buildings were a number owned by the school.”

Watch

missing the physical workspace and
the benefits that co-working brings.
And we’re working with workplace
transformation specialists to find out
what the future workplace should
look and feel like, conducting a survey
of over 300 people and holding an
interactive online workshop to delve into
the trends highlighted. Ed says: “We’re
making sure we build what the new
normal can be when we return
to our offices and don’t
just accept what is.”

•
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The hailstones had damaged roofs, resulting in rainwater
ingress. These had to be replaced, alongside
repairs to air-conditioning units,
ceilings and room interiors.
The size of the job – more than 20 school
buildings, 10 residential properties and
two heritage-listed buildings – was a
major challenge. Other factors added to
the complexity of the 12-month project.
Because the repairs were being carried
out at a school, it was necessary to
obtain the relevant trade compliances
for working in spaces where vulnerable
people were present. Coolgardie
has a population of about 850
people and is 347 miles east of
the state capital, Perth, which

made resourcing
tradespeople and
materials difficult.
Pandemic lockdowns
presented an additional challenge.
Midcity brought in expertise
from Perth when local
resources were unavailable
and transported materials from other states. A project
manager was on site while the work was being carried out,
co-ordinating repairs in the most cost-effective way.
The team worked closely with the school to minimise
the disruption to students, carrying out repairs during
school holidays – which increased the length of the
project. “The school was thrilled with the result and
Midcity’s service,” says Rosie. “The buildings are now
in excellent order once again, providing the safety and
security that these young people need to succeed.”
For Rosie, key to Midcity’s service in this and all its
projects is its relationships with colleagues, clients,
customers, sub-contractors and supplier partners.
She says: “Our 24-hour national call centre provides support
when customers need it most, and our extensive networks
of skilled tradespeople (over 1,000 subcontracted trades
people) means we can respond quickly to catastrophes.
“At each stage of the job, we are in close contact with all
parties, keeping them informed of progress and seeking
feedback. EnsureFlow, our workflow management tool, has
a client and customer portal, so customers have immediate
access to real-time information about each job.”
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The partner of choice
For OCS Malaysia, 2019 was about investing in our
colleagues and strengthening our relationships with
customers to deliver our brand promise, Partnership
Made Personal. That investment paid off in 2020.
In a year that saw the leisure and
tourism industry heavily impacted by
the pandemic, with the closure of one
of our largest customer sites, OCS
Malaysia gained 15 new customers and
mobilised a new site every month. It is
one of the team’s proudest moments.

This success is down to the foundations
laid by the business in 2019 to become
the partner of choice: something
that required investment in both
our colleagues and our customer
relationships. A three-tier customer
engagement model was introduced,
alongside training for everyone from
frontline colleagues to operations
managers. Colleagues now go through
a refreshed and enhanced induction
programme and on-the-job training,
which is picture-based for those who

may not be able to read or write.
Operations Director Roy Heng explains:
“The training helps colleagues to
understand who we are, as well as how
to attend to our customers. We want
everyone to be invested in our business.”
Regularly asking our customers what
they want helps us to understand their
pain points and business objectives
so we can continuously provide a
better service. And by having those
conversations, we’ve strengthened
our relationships with our customers
too. “Customers say ‘we want the
place to be clean’ – but what is clean?”
says Roy. “Before we offer a solution,
we ask them about the challenges
they’re facing and the customer
experience they strive to deliver, and
we establish their expectations.” It’s
about asking our customers what they
want and having the confidence to
present them with solutions – which
is why OCS Malaysia has invested
in sales training for its operations
team. Roy says: “That has helped
our colleagues understand what’s
most important for our customers.”

OCS Malaysia introduced a time-andattendance app at the end of 2019,
which is used across 80 per cent of the
business. Colleagues log in and out of
work, via facial recognition, assuring
customers that we’re providing agreed
levels of manpower. Roy says the app
has been well received and adds:
“It’s not about monitoring people but
about customers knowing who’s at
work and that they’re paying what
they need to pay. When a customer
looks at the dashboard, and they can
see attendance accurately, they can
have confidence that we’re meeting
our service level agreement.”

•

That’s not the only investment
we’ve made in 2020. The business
has introduced a starter kit for new
customers, including a comprehensive
rollout plan. This, says Roy, is helping
to manage customer expectations
and build confidence in our provision.

It’s about asking our customers
what they want and having
the confidence to present
them with solutions.
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We’ve also rolled out new technology
and other innovations to strengthen our
trustworthy reputation, from dispensing
stations that ensure chemicals
meet requirements and comply with
regulations, to a reporting app that
allows customers to log and track
issues (now being offered as standard).
A 24/7 helpdesk launched in 2019 now
manages 1,500 calls every week.
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Cleaning is our biggest service sector in the
country and our acquisition of ISS Facility
Services SDN BHD, Malaysia – completed in
October 2020 – will enhance our capability.
The investment gives our business a position in
the specialist cleaning of controlled environments
– known as cleanrooms – which are used in the
manufacture of products including electronics
and pharmaceuticals. It will also extend our
mechanical and engineering service offer.

Our
ex traordinar y
people
Our colleagues are essential to our success.
Their commitment to our values of Care, Safety,
Trustworthy and Expert mean we keep our promises
to our customers, delivering time after time.

The OCS magic
Our brand promise, Partnership Made Personal,
is grounded in our amazing colleagues, who work
tirelessly to build and maintain our relationships
with our customers and our customers’
customers. They do this by living our values in
everything they do – from the everyday to the
extraordinary. Here are some of their stories.
Sony Poulouse – Kerala, India
During India’s national lockdown, Sony Poulouse
stayed at a retail site, 190km from his home, to
ensure we kept our promise to our customer.
Sony joined OCS India in 2015 to manage our
engineering services at the shopping mall in
Kozhikode, in the Malabar region of Kerala.

Nouman
Maqsood and
Laurice De Villa
– Christchurch, New Zealand

The Precinct Manager wrote to thank
Nouman and Laurice for their ‘bold
actions’: “Their immediate response to
the attempted unlawful entry helped
ensure the safety and security of the
precinct. Their quick-thinking and
decisive actions are a credit to them
both. Our thanks to you for leading a
team that takes site security seriously
and is prepared to play its part when
required, without hesitation.”

During lockdown, he took full
responsibility for operations. He also
looked after his 23 colleagues on site,
motivating them to continue working
during this stressful time and ensuring
they carried out their duties safely by
implementing new guidelines to follow.

Amos Lubega – Dubai, Middle East
Amos Lubega has been using his wages
to buy food for those affected by the
pandemic back home in Uganda.
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Safety

Trustworthy

Expert

OCS Ireland colleagues
When his customer sites closed, Catering Manager Kristian Hanna
(pictured right) asked to be trained as a cleaner. He took responsibility
for cleaning services at two sites, working 30 hours a week.
And he’s not the only OCS Ireland colleague who’s been cross-trained
during the pandemic. Jordan Monteith (pictured centre) works part
time as a security officer but wanted to do more. She undertook our
IMPACT cleaning training so she could be deployed as a mobile cleaning
operative and spent December supporting her cleaning colleagues.

Sakda Saiya – Nan, Thailand

Chetan Kathore – Mumbai, India

A shopper was reunited with her bag
containing 1.5 million baht (about
£37,500) thanks to the efforts of
PCS Security Guard Sakda Saiya.

Chetan Kathore went out of his way to ensure our
retail customer stayed open during the pandemic.

Amos began working for OCS as a contract
cleaner in Dubai in 2017 and joined our Middle
East business as an employee in 2018. When
our operations at the mall where he works
were scaled down due to the pandemic, we
were able to secure Amos alternative work.

Sakda, who is employed by our Thailand
business at a retail site, found the bag
in the parking area and immediately
informed our customer. The money
has now been returned to its owner.

Amos wrote to Regional HR Director Danielle
Brown to thank her for helping him to secure
another position – and revealed how he has
been supporting his community back home:
“You not only helped me to keep working, you
supported my family, as well as my community.”

PCS has been providing
security, cleaning and
hygiene services to
the food retailer
for 30 years,
employing over
4,700 colleagues
across 135 sites.

Amos’s community is made up of over 6,000
families, more than 95% of whom earn less than
two dollars a day. Many were unable to go to work
during lockdown. Through his local church, Amos
helped 250 of the most vulnerable families, providing
them with bags of maize flour, beans and soap.

Care

Nouman Maqsood and Laurice
De Villa prevented a break-in at a
Government customer site in New
Zealand after spotting a man climbing
a wall at the Christchurch Justice
& Emergency Services Precinct.
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As Team Leader, Chetan manages operation and
maintenance services for 15 stores and a distribution
centre belonging to the hypermarket
chain in India. During the pandemic, he
travelled more than 600km across Mumbai
to support his colleagues and make
sure things ran smoothly. At the start of
lockdown, many of his team were anxious
about coming into work. Chetan reassured
them, organising virtual safety training
sessions on the Covid-19 guidelines to keep
them safe and arranging the essential
services travel pass for them. He also gave
out OCS Stars to keep them motivated.

Security colleagues
– Reading, UK
Our UK security colleagues assisted
police during a terror attack in
Reading in June last year.
Mohammad Butt, Hukum Lama, Musa
Khan, Abdel Mohamed and Aqeeb Shabir,
who work nearby, helped police officers
move people away from the area following
the stabbings at Forbury Gardens.
Mo (pictured below left) and another
colleague, Agnelo Demelo (below right),
worked double shifts as a result of the
incident, as their colleagues could not get
through the police cordon to relieve them.
Mo says: “We’re a very close and
brotherhood-like team here. If it hadn’t
been me, I’m confident that any of the
other security officers would have shown
the same commitment I showed that day.”

Despite a shortage of technicians due to the pandemic, Chetan’s
dedication means we’ve been able to provide continuous service and
support to our customer. He worked with other operations managers to fill
seven vacancies and even provided cover himself. And when there was a
technical breakdown at one store, and the vendor was unable to arrange
transport there, Chetan gave him a lift so that he could fix the problem.
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Recognising our Stars
around the world
It’s been an extraordinary year for our extraordinary
people. And while we’ve needed a different approach
to celebrate their achievements, we’ve recognised
and rewarded more colleagues than ever before.

In 2020, to mark the 120th anniversary
of OCS, we completed the rollout of our
OCS Stars scheme around the world.
The reward and recognition programme
celebrates the contributions of colleagues
who live by our values of Care, Safety,
Trustworthy and Expert. It consists of
three elements: our Instant Stars – an
easy, spontaneous way to say thank you
to a colleague – our Stars of the Month
and the OCS Annual Star. Anyone can
nominate a colleague for an Instant Star
and all those nominated are entered
into our monthly and annual awards.
The scheme began in the UK in 2018,
and since that time, we’ve recognised
over 3,500 OCS Stars. It was adopted
by Australia and New Zealand in June,
with our ANZ business handing out 172
Instant Stars, 32 monthly awards and its
first OCS Annual Star to Helen Te Wake.
Our OCS Stars are celebrated internally
and also externally on our social media
channels and in publications such
as OCS ANZ’s customer newsletter,
Outsource. Carole Norris, Marketing
& Communications Manager, OCS
Australia & New Zealand, says: “With
OCS Stars, colleagues can nominate
colleagues, our unsung heroes, so the
great work our people are doing is
more visible. Our colleagues feel proud
they’re doing a great job that is valued,
and they’re being recognised for it.”
OCS Stars was launched by PCS
Thailand in October with a celebration of
Instant Stars at our local head office in
Bangkok and followed by similar events
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at branches and selected customer
sites throughout November. PCS plans
to hold quarterly celebrations of our
Instant Stars, alongside the Stars of
Month and OCS Annual Star awards to
embed our values among colleagues.
OCS Ireland introduced a weekly Special
Star award during the pandemic, awarding
three colleagues with vouchers for living
our values. And our India colleagues
celebrated their Special Stars too at
branches and selected customer sites.
But that’s not the only way we’ve
recognised our fantastic colleagues this
year. In April, we ran a #thankyouflowers
campaign on social media inviting our
followers to say thank you to our frontline
colleagues with pictures of flowers.
In October, we said a big thank you
to our cleaning colleagues as part of
Thank Your Cleaner Day (see panel). In
November, we celebrated our Security
Heroes at our Secure World conference.
And in December, our UK business held
a Celebration of Success to highlight our
apprentices – an event that saw Dominika
Duda named our first Apprentice of the
Month. Our New Zealand business has also
been recognising our frontline colleagues
for working throughout lockdown, handdelivering thank you cards and gifts.

Thank Your Cleaner Day
Colleagues and customers showed their appreciation for our
cleaners on Thank Your Cleaner Day on Wednesday 21 October.
Global Head of Cleaning Yvonne Taylor recorded a message of
thanks, which was shared on social media on the day. Gareth
Marriott, Managing Director – ANZ, and his team went out on the
road to say thank you in person (and with cake!) and UKIME CEO
Bob Taylor sent a heartfelt message to our frontline teams.

Watch

Sites marked the day in their own way, with cleaners presented with OCS Stars,
vouchers, cakes and chocolates in recognition of the role they’ve played during
the pandemic. In Bangkok, Thailand, we celebrated 100 of our cleaners at a
special awards ceremony held at a healthcare customer site. In Qatar, longserving cleaner Harjo Chaudhary was invited to a lunchtime ceremony, where
he was presented with a certificate of appreciation for his 20 years’ service.
And Facilities Services Manager Leigh Ashley and Chef Tomas Kana made
cakes to show their appreciation for their cleaning colleagues in London, UK.
The campaign encouraged our customers and partners to share
their messages of thanks too, using the hashtags #OCSWeCare
and #ThankYourCleaner. Australian wheelchair tennis player and
OCS PRM ambassador Dylan Alcott joined in, as did New Zealand
businessman Rob Fyfe, former CEO of Air New Zealand.
Watch

•

Watch

Finally, we continue to recognise and
reward loyalty, and in April, PCS held
its 17th annual long-service awards
for colleagues with 15 years’ service or
more. More than 500 colleagues, with
9,120 years of service between them,
received awards for their dedication.
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UK
M&G Real Estate
Our colleagues working across M&G Real Estate sites in the UK were
named ‘Lockdown Heroes’ for helping M&G’s customers, residents
and retailers to feel safe and supported during the pandemic.

We think our people are extraordinary – and
we’re not the only ones. Here are some of
the ways our colleagues were recognised
for their service and expertise last year.

Two of the 10 trophies available in M&G Real Estate’s annual
International Customer Service Week celebrations went to OCS
colleagues. One was awarded to our Central Square Team in Leeds
and the other to Cleaning Supervisor Andrea Sotir and Security
Officer Arif Ali at 3 St Pauls Place in Sheffield. Five more received a
personal thank you letter from Tony Brown, Head of M&G Real Estate.

India

UK Civil Aviation Authority
The UK Civil Aviation Authority rated our special assistance service
at Bristol Airport ‘very good’ in its Airport Accessibility Report.

Anand Sinha, IT Director, OCS India, won
the CXO Tech Excellence Award at the
Virtual Tech Summit & Awards 2020 in
October. He was then presented with the
Excellence in Data Intelligence Award
at the IDC Industry Insights Innovation
Awards in December, in recognition
of our use of digital technology to
innovate and deliver business benefits.
His colleague, Chief HR Officer Javed
Qureshi, was recognised as one of
101 Most Fabulous HR Leaders by
ET Now at the World HR Congress
Awards held in Mumbai in March.

Bristol Airport was one of 15 airports given the highest rating
in the 2019/2020 report, issued on International Disability Day
(Thursday 3 December). It is the first time the airport has received
‘very good’ since the report was first published in 2016. In it, the
CAA noted that we provided a consistently on-time service for
more than 100,000 passengers throughout the year. And more
than 90% of passengers who responded to a survey on the
standard of assistance rated our service as good or excellent.

UK Government
Our UK Government colleagues have been recognised as
‘Unsung Heroes’ by our customer in its annual awards.
The team provides cleaning, security, reprographic and postroom
services for the Department for Education at Sanctuary Buildings in
London. At the height of the pandemic, it was the only DfE site open
in the country and the award recognises our colleagues’ efforts to
keep this essential government department functioning. It is the
first time an external contractor has won a a DfE staff award.

Thailand
Facilities Management Company of the Year
For the seventh consecutive year, PCS was named
Thailand Facilities Management Company of the
Year in the Frost & Sullivan Asia-Pacific Best Practices
Awards. The award recognises our expertise and
commitment to colleagues and customers.

Middle East
Our biomedical team at Sheikh Shakhbout Medical
City in Abu Dhbai received a thank you from Amal
Ahmed Saber, Senior Charge Nurse/Unit Manager at
the hospital, for its resilience, expertise and critical
thinking, as well as the sensitivity colleagues showed
while undertaking work in the neonatal intensive care
unit. And biomedical technician Shamsheer Kandy
was named Employee of the Month for August.

Without these amazing
people, we wouldn't be able to
run our operation safely. Thank
you, we are very grateful!

American Chamber of Commerce in Thailand
PCS was one of 76 US and Thai business to be recognised
by the American Chamber of Commerce in Thailand
(AMCHAM) at its 2020 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
Excellence Awards. Our business was presented with a CSR
Recognition Award by the US Ambassador to Thailand,
Michael DeSombre, and AMCHAM President Greg Wong
for demonstrating our commitment to conducting business
responsibly and giving back to local communities.

Auckland Airport, New Zealand

Ireland
Paul Hayes, part of our Security team at Iarnród Éireann
Irish Rail, was among the winners at our customer’s
annual Health and Safety Awards. The OCS Ireland
colleague won the Contractor Safety Award after being
nominated by his colleagues at Dublin Connolly Station
for carrying out his duties in a courteous and
efficient manner. Paul’s extensive experience
and people skills allow him to quickly and
effectively defuse tense situations.
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ANZ
In December, two of our New Zealand colleagues were
recognised for helping jobseekers with disabilities and
long-term health conditions into employment. Monica
Moffett in Taranaki and Cath Filer in Whanganui were
recognised by their local Workbridge branches in the
employment service’s annual Above and Beyond Awards.
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Our social
value
We pride ourselves on being a responsible
business, in it together with our colleagues,
our customers, our partners, the communities
in which we work and the environment. We
are committed to doing the right thing.

Building a
sustainable
business
We partner with our colleagues,
customers and communities to take
practical steps to build a more sustainable
future. In 2020, we developed a Groupwide strategic framework to focus
our efforts and accelerate change.
From reducing our impact on the environment to
supporting the communities in which we work, doing
the right thing matters to us, and to our colleagues,
our customers and their customers. But we know our
actions are worth more than words, which is why we’ve
developed a company-wide plan that defines the key areas
where we can make a real and impactful difference.
With over 72,000 colleagues across 12 territories, we have
real power to bring about positive change in our industry
and in our communities. The plan sets out our commitments
to add social value wherever
we operate by advancing social
mobility, and to reduce our
impact on the environment.

Reducing our environmental impact
We work with our customers to help them meet their
sustainability goals and these partnerships were the focus
of the first integrated Sustainability Report for our Australia
and New Zealand operations, published last year.
The report looks at how we are working with our customers to
help them achieve their waste-reduction targets – and ours
too – by introducing reporting methods such as weighing
rubbish destined for landfill to help them track their progress.
We also successfully trialled reusable
bin liners to reduce plastic waste at
one of our customer sites in Auckland.
The bin liners, which were developed
by the Wasteline team, are made
from recycled plastic bottles. They are
waterproof, washable up to 200 times
and will save 26,000 single-use plastic
bags from landfill each year at this one
site alone. They can also be recycled.

We have real power
to bring about positive
change in our industry
and in our communities.

The plan elevates the existing
programmes and initiatives we
have in place – for example,
the OCS Foundation’s People
into Work programme and New
Zealand’s partnership with First Foundation (see pullouts)
– and aligns our commitments to the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals. It ensures we continue to shape a
business that remains true to our values and enhances
the lives of those around us, now and in the future.

And in India, we’re helping one of our customers reduce
its carbon footprint by recommending ways to reduce its
energy consumption. For example, we’ve implemented
a water dispenser timer mechanism, which controls
the power supply to all water dispensers,
enabling them to be automatically
switched off outside working hours.
Gareth Marriott, Managing Director – ANZ,
says: “Even small changes can make a big
difference, and working in partnership
has the ability to effect great change.”

NZ Wasteline washable bin liners,
made from recycled plastic bottles.
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Advancing social mobility
In the UK, the OCS Foundation is supporting the People
into Work programme, which is run in partnership with
community organisations such as the Bromley by Bow
Centre, Well North Enterprises and Clarion Futures.
The programme aims to bring meaningful employment
opportunities to local people, with anticipated outcomes
of improved health and wellbeing and economic gain.
The programme, which began in 2019, engages with people
furthest removed from the workplace. They may be entering
the workplace for the first time, returning to work after illness or
they may not have the necessary reading, writing or language
skills to find suitable employment.
Christopher Abram was
one of our first colleagues
to be employed through
the programme. The army
veteran celebrated his first
anniversary with OCS UK in
2020, alongside his colleague
Hector Lockhart, an army
veteran himself. Christopher
was a full-time carer to his wife
for 25 years until his marriage
Christopher Abram.
broke down in 2014. He lived
on the streets and in temporary
accommodation before finding his feet with the help of the
Runcorn Veterans' Association, which helped him secure his
cleaning role at Birchwood Park, Warrington. Chris loves his role.
He says: “I’m chuffed to blazes. I’m just happy to be in the job.”
Around the world, we work with charities and other
organisations to help the long-term unemployed and other
jobseekers into work. In Ireland, we work with social enterprise
Usel to place people with disabilities and health conditions
into work. And in New Zealand, we’ve been a partner of
Workbridge, a specialist employment service for people with
disabilities, since 2014. We’re also a founder member of the
Food Service Circle, a support network for catering workers in
the UK whose livelihoods are being impacted by the pandemic.

Heaven Gage is undertaking
paid work experience
at Auckland Airport.

We’re helping young people by providing them with work
experience and mentoring opportunities within our business.
OCS Ireland Business Consultant Caitriona Lennox
is mentoring two third-year hospitality students from
Ulster University Business School after they struggled
to find work placements during the pandemic.
Caitriona, who is Honorary Secretary of the Institute of
Hospitality, has given them a project to undertake.
And in New Zealand, we’re helping to develop the life skills
of young people by offering them paid work placements.
Working with Sisters United, a local support organisation,
we’re employing young people at our Air New Zealand valet
parking operation at Auckland Airport. This provides them
with hands-on experience, as well as valuable customer
service skills, providing a gateway to full-time employment.

Investing in our people
From our online learning platforms, OCS Academy and
Landmark Academy, to diplomas for trainee engineers in India
and subsidies for higher education in Thailand, we provide
learning and development opportunities for our colleagues.
Our apprenticeship programme gives UK colleagues the
opportunity to progress within our business, regardless of their
educational background. Since we launched the scheme,
over 70 colleagues have completed a programme, and in
2020, we saw a 54 per cent increase in new enrolments.

We continue to shape a business that remains true to our values and
enhances the lives of those around us, now and in the future.

As well as helping our colleagues to progress, the
programme creates new opportunities for those looking
for work, particularly those who have lost their jobs
during the pandemic and may be looking to retrain.
Apprenticeship Manager Toni-Marie Vaughan says: “We are
committed to investing in our people and their development.
We want to be an employer of choice – and our apprenticeship
programme forms a big part of that strategy.”

•

Our apprentices, left to right: Andrew
Rowley, Jordan Toms, Michelle
Wenzel and Tomasz Gorka.

Our commitments align to these UN Sustainable Development Goals

Teresa Ata and family.

Our New Zealand business is helping young
people access a university education by
sponsoring an aspiring student every year.
Teresa Ata, whose father, Manavahe, is a cleaner
at OCS, is our 2021 First Foundation scholar.
She will receive funding to pursue a degree in
health science at the University of Auckland.
We’ve been working with First Foundation, an
educational trust, to provide financial support,
work experience and mentoring opportunities
for aspiring students since 2014. The New
Zealand university scholarships are awarded
to family members of OCS colleagues who are
the first in their family to go to university.
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Caring for our people
in the pandemic

Thank you

for being our
frontline hero!

Whether on the frontline or supporting from home, 2020
wasn’t easy for our colleagues, and as the pandemic has
progressed, we’ve found new ways to support them.

The personal touch is important too. For
example, Landmark sent thank you notes
and boxes of chocolate to its team, and
when our UK colleagues returned to our
offices, they were given welcome packs
with hand sanitiser, wipes and disposable
gloves. In Australia and New Zealand,
Managing Director Gareth Marriott and his
team personally delivered cards and gifts to
frontline colleagues as a thank you for working
throughout lockdown, and Pam picks up the
phone to check in with managers each week.

UK

Our colleagues in Mumbai, India, have been able to access
free healthcare thanks to our partnership with Seven Hills
Hospital (see p13). Fifty-six colleagues and more than 250
family members of colleagues were treated by the hospital
last year. OCS India has been providing essential maintenance
for the Covid-19 treatment centre and negotiated the free-ofcost care package to look after colleagues working on site.

Our team at Birchwood Park in Warrington, UK, organised
weekly wellbeing walks for their colleagues. These were a
chance for those working from home, and those who
were furloughed, to meet up with team members
and exercise outdoors according to government
guidelines. Operations Manager Nicola Edwards and
her team also made weekly calls to check in on those
furloughed. She says: “They’re used to
having support and company on site
and might not see people otherwise.”

Landmark
Transparent and regular communication is key to Landmark’s
‘one team’ approach. Colleagues have been included in
weekly calls with CEO Ed Cowell, consulted about plans
for a Covid-secure workplace and invited to live webinars
briefing them about the measures in place. Landmark
has looked after their physical and mental health too
through its benefits portal, which gives them access to
a 24/7 confidential helpline and other resources, such
as home-exercise programmes and healthy recipes.

In June, our Australia and New Zealand business launched 12 Months of Wellbeing, with
a focus on physical, mental and financial health. The campaign aims to raise awareness
of wellbeing issues and the help available through our Employee Assistance Programme.
It has a dedicated monthly newsletter, sent to all colleagues, with advice on topics such
as nutrition and budgeting, and details of external support organisations. Rehabilitation
and Wellbeing Manager Pam Hancock is leading the campaign. She says: “Healthy
businesses need healthy communities. Keeping colleagues, families and communities
strong leads to a healthier workforce and a more invested, loyal community.”
Increasingly, we’re using technology to stay in touch with and support our colleagues.
In the UK, we launched an online version of our mental health awareness training.
The 15-minute bitesize sessions are available via the OCS Academy, which means
they can be accessed by all UK colleagues at any time. And in India, our HR
team organised a one-hour yoga and mindfulness session on Microsoft Teams
to show colleagues how to stay healthy in lockdown without leaving home.

India

Middle East

Healthy businesses
need healthy
communities. Keeping
colleagues, families
and communities
strong leads to a
healthier workforce
and a more invested,
loyal community.

Malaysia
Every Wednesday at 4pm,
our colleagues in Malaysia
are encouraged to take part
in a jungle trek at Bukit Kerinchi,
3km from their office. Operations
Executive Norzalila Abdullah is
among those who’ve been taking part and reports
feeling more energetic and positive as a result.

•

Many of our colleagues in the Middle East are far away from
home, so we’ve looked after them during the pandemic as
a family would. Martin Logue, CEO & Managing Director
Middle East, explains: “Many of our colleagues live in OCS
accommodation. We become not only their employer but
their family: a family they can rely on for help and guidance.”
Danielle Brown, Regional HR Director, and her team
implemented measures to ensure the safety of all
colleagues, including deep cleans of staff accommodation
and temperature checks on entry and exit. Colleagues
who were isolating received daily calls to check they
were okay, with the management team delivering food
packages and personal hygiene items to those in need.
Danielle explains: “We have a duty of care
to our colleagues, and as a management
team, we were active on the ground looking
after and reassuring our people.”

In India, we’ve been taking care of
our colleagues and customers’
wellbeing with complimentary eye
and health-check clinics. The first clinic
was held in 2019 in Kolkata and we held
another in January 2020 before the
pandemic hit. In total, over 300 people were seen
by clinicians, who carried out blood pressure
and blood sugar checks, and eye tests.
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Improving lives
It’s not just our own colleagues we’ve been looking after in
2020. Across the world, we work with charities and other
organisations to help the communities in which we work.
Thailand

Ireland

We’ve been using our expertise in facilities management,
including cleaning, engineering and food management, to
create better learning environments for children at six public
schools across Thailand. And in September, 40 colleagues
from PCS carried out a clean-up at Dhammsala School, near
our office in Bangkok. The kindergarten, which is attended
by 200 children, is in Thammamongkol temple, where we’ve
been carrying out CSR activities for almost 10 years.

Our Ireland business has been supporting charities
that have struggled to fundraise during the pandemic,
including SeniorLine and Spinal Injuries Ireland.

The volunteers carried out a deep clean of the school,
using fogging machines to disinfect the classrooms,
offices, canteen, kitchen and restrooms. They conducted
a site survey of the playground to ensure the equipment
was safe, repainting it and tidying up the grass area.
The team also provided posters to educate the pupils
on the importance of good hand hygiene. And there
was a treat for the children too when we gave away ice
creams for them to enjoy during their afternoon break.
Khun Bunjird Harinthanon, Senior HR
Management Manager, took part
in the activity. He says: “Our
experts can make a difference
for the children and local
community here. By keeping
the school environment
hygienic, we can create a
better learning experience.”

Our heritage

Care

SeniorLine's Damian Leneghan
receives a cheque from OCS
Ireland's Daire Leonard.

SeniorLine is Ireland’s only peer-to-peer telephone service
for older people. Managing Director Aine Mulcahy says
of the charity: “A confidential listening service for older
people is such a lifeline, especially for the times we are
living in, and we are proud to support this essential work.”
Spinal Injuries Ireland is another a charity with
which we have a connection. Aine adds: “The
great work that it does complements our
special assistance service. We look forward
to our continued partnership.”

•

We sponsor The Salvation Army’s Aspire
Kiwi Youth Development Programme. In 2020, we
supported 10 people through the year-long personal
development programme, which equips young people
with the skills, confidence, knowledge and networks they
need to meet challenges and achieve their goals.
Our Australia and New Zealand business has partnered
with the charity since 2016 and our colleagues take part in
monthly cook nights for the homeless in Perth and
fundraise for the charity’s Red Shield Appeal, among
other initiatives. We even donated old stock to
the charity’s New Zealand, Fiji, Tonga and Samoa
territory – helping us to minimise waste too.
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We’ve been a trusted partner for over a century
– from the smallest of beginnings to an extended
family of more than 72,000 colleagues today. As
our business has evolved and expanded, we have
remained true to our values and to our people.

120 years of OCS history
From one man with a ladder and a bucket, to a company of more
than 72,000 people – how did OCS get to where it is today?

1900

Our story begins in the year 1900 with a ladder,
a pail and a pushcart. Living in London with
a wife, two infants and no job, Frederick
Goodliffe faces extreme poverty until he
finds work with a large window-cleaning
company. Within months, Frederick takes
the brave decision to set up his own
business: The New Century Window
& General Cleaning Company.

1910
In 1912, Fredrick’s oldest son, Gilbert,
joins the firm – a family connection
that continues unbroken to this day,
with fifth-generation relatives now
working for the company. The
First World War hits our fledging
business hard, with Gilbert joining
the army, while Frederick, in his 40s,
does his bit as a special constable.

1930

1920
Peace sees us growing again, with
new recruits including our first female
supervisor. Three decades later we will
celebrate another first by appointing a
female MD. Meanwhile, the 1920s see
us establish a pattern for the future,
with window cleaners extending
their expertise into new areas.

As industrialisation gathers
pace, Frederick diversifies
into construction and factory
cleaning. He also launches a
new company called Office Cleaning
Services, which is the origin of our OCS initials
today. Taking the lead in emerging markets
has shaped our business growth ever since.

1940
World war again devastates the family
business. And within two years of its end,
the family is mourning their father and
grandfather, and the founder of our business.
Frederick’s three sons – Gilbert, Tom and
George –take the family business forward
as the dramatic growth in office building
begins an exciting new era for OCS.
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2010
The decade sees us transition from being a family-run
to a family-owned business as we appoint our first
non-family CEO. And our industry is changing too.
Many of our competitors announce profit warnings
and large-scale restructuring programmes during 2017,
and the challenge for some proves insurmountable.

1950
We invest heavily in property-related businesses
but we never stop investing in our people. This
commitment brings many benefits, not least loyalty
and long service. And as we grow, the company
asks its most trusted employees
to leave their homes in
London to set up new OCS
sites around Britain.

At OCS, we implement a successful three-year
turnaround to stabilise our business. Through
the sale of Cannon Hygiene and other non-core
businesses, we prioritise investment to create a solid
platform for future profitable growth. We acquire
Landmark, which significantly scales our serviced
office business, and Midcity Group in Australia,
our insurance repair solutions business.

1960
Mass immigration and automation
enable Britain to grow. From
cleaning windows and offices to
cleaning laundry and aircraft, this is
a decade of rapid OCS expansion in
the UK. We also venture outside the UK
market for the first time – to Dublin, Ireland
– with our investment in a cleaning business.

2000

Today

As we celebrate 120 years, we look to the
future with the acquisition of ISS Facility
Services SDN BHD, Malaysia. We launch
our new brand and our brand promise,
Partnership Made Personal, which
expresses the personal responsibility
our colleagues take in looking after
our customers and their customers.
Coronavirus changes expectations
but we adapt to meet the changing
needs of our customers and help them
navigate through the pandemic.
Today, our family has grown to more
than 72,000 colleagues, thousands
of pensioners and over 150 family
shareholders. A lot has changed
since 1900, but our purpose as an
essential service provider is clear.

The World Trade Center attack in
2001 brings massive disruption and
changes the world for ever. The needs
of business and consumers also change,
with demands for different safety and
facilities services solutions. We’re awarded
a major contract on the railways with EuroStar
and a baggage-scanning service at airports.

1970
When air travel takes off,
so do our aviation
services. And when
the business world
worries about
rising crime, we
launch a new security service. The 1970s
is also notable for two major milestones
in our history: our investment in Cannon
Hygiene and the creation of OCS Group.
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1980
As privatisation fundamentally changes the UK,
we launch services for the public sector – most
notably for the National Health Service. Even more
significantly, we widen our business horizons: first
to Europe and the Middle East, then into Asia.
In particular, our highly successful partnership
with PCS in Thailand is a game changer.

1990
With the launch of the internet,
the world becomes a smaller place. With
economies developing rapidly in the southern
hemisphere, we invest in new opportunities
in India, Australia and New Zealand. In
1997, we establish PCS Malaysia.
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